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Building unique cars is a sure fire way to be
recognised, and for this Citroën builder the
recognition was a proper credit
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‘He wanted me to build two cars.
But I only had two weeks to do it’

I

t’s not often that one gets to say
that it was thanks to the Citroën
2CV that you ended up sharing
your tools with John Malkovich. Yet
in a curious French nutshell, that’s
what has effectively happened for
Pete Sparrow, since he developed a
conversion kit to allow the ﬁtting of
a BMW bike engine straight into the front of
a 2CV. As missing links go, there’s quite a
sizable gap in that summary.
Regular PPC readers may well remember
Pete’s name from Issue 89, where we
really rather loved his imaginative Dyane
(the 2CV’s boxy sister car) as it was only
Citroën in body – there was an MGF
stitched in underneath. Pete’s built various
other madcap French offerings, such as
supercharged four-cylinder 2CVs, and
crossed with racing (and often winning) the
2CV 24 Hour each year, you can see that old
Citroëns are in the blood. And garden; there
are lots of them in the garden. And hedge.
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Anyway, after many years of working on
the French cars in both professional and
personal forms, Pete set up a new venture
on his own, Sparrow Automotive 18 months
ago, a business that, as you’ve probably
already guessed, specialises in 2CVs and
other classic Citroëns.
Starting a business is hard at the best of
times, even if you have plenty of contacts
in the right line of work. So when you get
a phone call one day in the early throws of
trading from a bloke whose opening line is
‘are you the bloke who builds fast 2CVs?’
and who then offers a large sum of money
for a sizable job building some cars for the
big screen, Pete’s natural assumption, like
many of us, would be that his mates are
winding him up. Remaining professional just
in case, he said to email through the details
and thought nothing of it. Besides, he was
busy ﬁnishing building his workshop.
That was, until he returned to his
computer an hour later. There, clear as the

mineral oil scented air around him, was a
new message that was indeed from a ﬁlm
production company. They wanted to order
two ‘fast 2CVs’ straight away, but with a
deadline condition attached. The quote
as agreed was sizable for one very good
reason. Pete, just into his new business and
with nobody on hand as yet to help, was
given just two weeks to source, restore and
rebuild two of Citroën’s ﬁnest V-engined
economy specials into properly quick little
cars: less than a quarter of the time that Pete
had quoted.
‘It turned out that he was serious
then,’ Pete laughs, ‘and at that point the
conversion I was developing wasn’t ﬁnished!’
The cars were to be – and have since
been – used in RED2, a Hollywood action
ﬁlm starring a few up and coming actors.
Bruce Willis, Helen Mirren, Catherine
Zeta Jones; you know the sort, but Pete’s
ﬁrst move was to get on the phone to an
engineer mate who was currently out of

FANCY ONE?

As you might expect, this wasn’t a conversion merely for personal and
Hollywood gratification that Pete would leave alone after the order, as
he’s since finished the last trimmings and developments before offering
it as a kit to 2CV owners worldwide.
The package costs £600 including a flywheel on exchange from www.
sparrowautomotive.co.uk, and the only thing not included is a frame
to hold the engine oil coolers as it differs for various Citroën chassis
designs. With no cutting, welding or IVA needed for the two-cylinder
swap, it’s about as sympathetic as a modern engine conversion ever
gets, albeit one with at least three times the original power.

Paparazzi just out of shot.

work. Summing up the mission as concisely
as possible to save time, the simple question
of ‘Do you want to make a lot of money in a
very small amount of time?’ soon doubled
the size of his workforce.
The next task was to ﬁnd two cars, and
these ended up being imported directly
from France as soon as Pete could get
anywhere near his phone or the internet,
but he knew that was still the easy bit. The
engine conversion he was developing to use
is so straightforward in terms of an upgrade
concept it’s genius, but straightforward is
never a word to use to describe developing
and engineering a swap from scratch.
Pete’s plan was to use the horizontally
opposed twin from a BMW R series
motorbike, as it shares much the same
theoretical design and layout. Having seen
a few Moto Guzzi engines in kit cars on

2CV gearboxes he knew the idea had legs,
unlike his conversion which at the time was
just an engine and box trial ﬁtted on the
workshop ﬂoor; Pete never actually ﬁnished
a development car before that phone call.
The BMW gearbox mounts much like a car
gearbox, and along the way he’s discovered
that there are various similarities between
the 2CV and BMW engine designs. Both
hark back to older pre-war air-cooled ﬂat
twins, however the later BMW units he’s
using are what are affectionately known as
‘oilheads’ due to their cooling medium being
both air and oil; a reason why they can be
used in the semi-conﬁned inside of a Citroën
engine bay instead of having to remain
exposed for airﬂow.
BMW only ever designed it to go in a bike
though, so there was still plenty of design,
fabrication and development work to do in

‘Helen Mirren bloody loved this
jubilee clip.’
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‘125bhp may not sound like much
but the car weighs less than 600Kg ’

the two weeks on offer, as at the time of
order Pete hadn’t even ﬁnished his adaptor
plate. Despite the timeframe, eBay was
still a key helper along the way, with the
engines (and then subsequent missing bits
of engines) being sourced from the closest
sellers, or those with the quickest postage.
With two cars and two engines
descending on the workshop in a matter
of days, Sparrow Automotive was instantly
the hive of Citroën business that Pete had
planned, just a little more frantic than was
perhaps ideal.
The overall dimensions are very similar
when the BMW engine is compared to the
Citroën twin, and engine one was soon
dropped into the engine bay of car number
one for RED2. Since there’s no cooling fan
upfront, the BMW ends up being a little
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shorter, and its extra width just requires a
little tweaking of the inner steel wings; a
design element that also helps provide an
extra volume of air cooling to the heads.
Elsewhere Pete designed engine mounts
to bolt the BMW block in place onto the
original 2CV locations, and then he set about
integrating the standard Citroën gearbox
onto the back of the BMW casting. Next,
the engine to gearbox adaptor plate was
ﬁnalised and made from 12mm billet alloy,
and he also made up a custom crankshaft
extension and adaptor spacer for the end of
the bike engine’s crank. The ﬂywheel used
is the original 2CV item, albeit re-drilled and
modiﬁed for a new PCD, leaving the clutch
and gearbox itself completely standard.
Pete developed the conversion to use any
of the R Series BMW engines that range

from 70bhp to 125bhp, but in the case of
this original build he ended up with a 98bhp
R1100s donor lump. Not a huge amount of
power by modern standards, but then you
look at the 2CV’s weight of just 598kg – an
increase of just 8kg that comes mainly from
the addition of extras like a swirl pot and new
plumbing.
Back to the build, and Pete was conﬁdent
in the durability of the rest of the car and
gearbox, even if he was less conﬁdent about
his timeframe and still being in one piece at
the end of it all. Pete that is, not the car.
The brakes are completely standard 2CV,
again as a result of knowing what works and
what struggles in 24hr races and on previous
power-hiked projects. The suspension,
minimalist body and interior also remain true
to the original form.

THE BUILD

The film stars after having
BMW make-up applied by Pete.
BMW twin is air and oil-cooled.

Custom mounts were made,
but space is plentiful.
Sparrow Automotive package adapts
BMW engine to 2CV gearbox.

Red carpet just out of shot.

Low mounted twin allows 2CV to
handle as well as it accelerates.
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‘They jumped
it off a ramp for
the film. It’s got
a huge crease
underneath
now ’

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
Layout: Front-engined, front-wheel-drive
Engine and Fitting: BMW R1100s bike engine, 1100cc,
Sparrow Automotive adaptor mounts and fitting, trimmed
inner wings, inlet manifold adaptor
Transmission: Standard 2CV gearbox and clutch,
Sparrow Automotive crank/gearbox adaptor spacer and
gearbox adaptor plate, modified dowels, re-drilled flywheel
Weight: 598kg
Power: 98bhp
Torque: 70lb-ft
0-60mph: 8.9secs
Top Speed: 100mph...and counting
‘It’s a cliché of course, but the BMW
engines are bulletproof,’ he says, and
despite the one in this car having 49,000
miles when bought (with no idea of any
history), it still sounds as good as it did
when new while now pulling along twice the
weight.
In fact, the eagle eyed among you will also
have seen it overtaking just about everyone
at PPC in the Park in 2013 at Mallory, and
Pete went on to almost beat the pre-1972
class record when he was invited to Prescott
Hill Climb by the Bugatti Owners’ Club no
less. Who, incidentally really rather loved the
matt black Deux Chevaux, especially since
Pete was the only owner to actually drive his
car there and back.
Durable it all might be, but that’s not to say
that it wasn’t a bit close for comfort. ‘They
were picking it up on a transporter at 10am
on the Tuesday morning,’ he says, ‘and I was
still road testing it at 2am!’ This car managed
50 miles under its belt before it disappeared
off into the abyss of stardom, trailer lunches
and admiring itself in lightbulb-encrusted
mirrors, leaving Sparrow Automotive up and
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running with the ultimate bump start.
‘You never know though with the
reliability,’ he says, ‘as I didn’t know
what they’d be doing with the car when
it got there.’ As it turned out, Pete soon
found out ﬁrst hand what happened
over in ﬁlm land. His fabrication and
spannering work under extreme
pressure is a desirable skill in the industry,
and he’d impressed the production company
sufﬁciently to now work doing freelance
vehicle support around his Citroën work, on
RED2 as well as subsequent productions.
Turning up after one journey to a London
studio (from Hereford) in the 50-year old Ami
6 that Pete uses as his everyday car further
conﬁrmed they had the right man for the
job; once they all realised he wasn’t joking
anyway.
Pete’s ‘fast 2CVs’ make an extremely
small on-screen appearance for the time,
money and effort involved, but it’s what
needed to be done to create the sort of
explosive blockbuster that we now take for
granted. ‘They really did hammer them and
get their moneys worth though!’ Pete says.

‘This one has a huge crease across the
bottom after landing a big jump.’
Other work on set includes everything
from removing engines from brand new
Range Rovers before they’re deliberately
ﬂung from a catapult, to removing sun visors
with his chum John Malkovich so that they
didn’t obscure the ﬁlming. Although John, as
it turned out, is into his cars and preferred
to chat away and do it himself to save Pete
leaning over.
‘It’s funny to think really,’ says Pete, ‘that
through a series of links and contacts I’ve
managed to ﬁnd such a line of work off the
back of the humble little 2CV.’ He’s right, of
course, and strangely ﬁtting for a vehicle
that was itself conceived to be a missing
link between the horse and cart and an
expensive motor car.

‘They jumped
it off a ramp for
the film. It’s got
a huge crease
underneath
now ’
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